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Recent years, atmospheric microplasma sources have been enthusiastically studied to apply 

to various industrial applications.  This is because atmospheric microplasma can realize dense 

plasma without any vacuum chambers and pumping systems.  However, input power to the 

microplasma is limited to a few tens of watts because of electrode melting or damage.  To increase 

the input power, we developed a new high-power pulse supply.  A very short (<1 µs) but high 

voltage (~2.5 kV) pulse is applied for ignition of the plasma and then a long (~10 µs) and 

relatively low voltage (~0.5 kV) pulse is applied for plasma sustainment.  As a result, the peak 

electric input power of 40 kW was achieved and multi-gas operation became available.  With this 

device, argon, helium, neon, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and air microplasmas can be stably 

generated.  This multi-gas microplasma source let us select suitable plasma gas for various 

purposes.  For example, the argon and helium plasma is suitable for trace elemental analysis and 

the oxygen plasma is for generation of ozone. 

In this work, experimental results of elemental analysis using the helium plasma will be 

presented.  Helium has the highest ionization energy in all elements, thus it can ionize other 

elements efficiently.  To evaluate the analytical performances, detection of halogens was tested 

using gaseous sample of CF2BrCl.  The detection limits of fluorine, chlorine and bromine are 8.9, 

15 and 9.1 pg, respectively.  And aqueous sample introduction with ultra sonic nebulizer is also 

possible because of high-power pulse driving.  Figure 1 shows a spectrum from 100 ppm yttrium 

solution.  The detection limit of 101 ppb is achieved based on the observed emission line of Y(II) 

371.03 nm. 

 
Fig. 1  Emission spectrum of Yttrium solution 
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